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ABSTRACT

Due to the high costs of developing new chassis and suspensions, it is interesting to

reduce the costs with time efficient MBA (Multibody System Analysis) programs like

ADAMS, DADS, Mechanica, etc. In order to reduce developing time, hence costs, the

simulations have to be as close the reality as possible. To get there, students, the future in

mechanical engineering, have to learn about concurrent engineering, modeling, simulation

and distributed engineering. Moreover, thesis work and research have to be carried out

even further in this area to find new approaches and increase the knowledge.

This thesis designs, simulates and verifies through vehicle testing a new suspension for

a race car, which improves the entry and exit into turns while reducing under steer.

Tools to enhance the acceleration, analyze control systems and build road data files are

presented in this thesis for engineers and students of the future.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

How near the reality can you come with ADAMS/Car simulations? That is one question

among others that is presented in this thesis.

1.1 Background

With today’s computer software and hardware it might seem quite simple to model and

simulate a full vehicle in the computer, however, how much reliance do you have in the

results? Is the result reliable enough so that you can build your control system based

upon it? These are questions that have to be answered and evaluated before we can

continue the work in confidence with the software tools.

With the help of car’s, onboard measuring equipment and data logging unit one can

perform validations of simulation programs versus real life testing. The GPS1 data from

the data logging can be used to model real life tracks like test tracks or circuits. Today’s

automotive industries, applying more control systems on the car’s in order to make

them safer and more comfortable. However, in order to make them even more safe

and comfortable and in a shorter developing time, the systems have to be analyzed and

designed using both control system design and MBA2 software.

1Global Positioning System
2Multibody System Analysis
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1.2 Purpose

This thesis project originated from Lule̊a University of Technology’s participation in the

Formula Student competition in Bruntingthorpe, United Kingdom, 2004.

Formula SAE started in the USA in the early 80ies as an competition for students to

compete in engineering and design. Today the competition is global and every year

hundreds of universities enter in one or more of the three finals held in Australia, United

Kingdom and USA.

In order to place the car at the top in the 2005 competition more work had to be

focused on the suspension; front and rear suspension was in need for redesign. The

front suspension redesign has to decrease under steer3 and increase the overall cornering

capacity, moreover, the rear suspension must have better traction during acceleration

but in the same time increase cornering capacity. Another enhancement on the rear

suspension is a five-link system with good toe control4, which will increase the stability

during acceleration and deceleration in and out of corners.

Besides that, study visits to the winter test facilities around Arvidsjaur gave the idea

to test the MBA program versus reality testing, to see how near reality the models in

ADAMS/Car could be. This validation will result in a formula SAE model that is closer

to the reality, thus, it will be of better use during future formula SAE projects. The

validation process was done with the help of existing electronics on the formula SAE car,

however, the electronics had to be upgraded to acquire the data needed for the validation.

An additional thing that had to be done is to take the MBA program even further, to be

able to analyze the dynamics of the 2006 years car a step further. This involved creation

of a program for building roads of the formula SAE tracks in United Kingdom, also help

another thesis worker to validate his active damping control program and if possible start

building a template for the active damping in ADAMS/Car. The control program that

should be used with ADAMS/Car to analyze the active damping is Matlab/Simulink.

The thesis work should be of help for future students and engineers regarding the study

of vehicle dynamics and analysis in ADAMS/Car.

3The car continuing forward when turning the steering wheel
4Suspensions ability to withstand torque around tires vertical axis



CHAPTER 2

Theory

This chapter gives a brief introduction concerning vehicle dynamics, which will give the

reader a better understanding when reading through this thesis report. Among the things

that will be explained are: roll center, sprung mass, unsprung mass, jacking force, etc.

First there will be explanations of vehicle dynamic expressions used in this thesis report.

After that there will be some general statements of how the formula car vehicle dynamics

and setup should be, according to Carroll Smith[3], in order to achieve maximum perfor-

mance of the vehicle.

Finally, theory and facts about the new suspension will be discussed, theory about the

new suspensions design choices.

2.1 Vehicle dynamic expressions

2.1.1 Roll center

The roll center is the point through which lateral forces are transmitted to the sprung

mass. ”Lateral forces applied at the roll center cause no suspension roll” (Gillespie,

1994)[4].

The definition of the roll center and how one can find it is shown in figure 2.1. Draw

an extended line from the upper and lower control arm until they meet, this is the

instantaneous center. From this center, draw a line to the center contact point of the tire

on the side that you started from, where this line intersects with the vehicles center line

5



6 Theory

Figure 2.1: Definition of the roll center[3].

is the roll center.

Front and rear suspensions have their own roll centers, connecting these two roll centers

with a line defines the vehicle roll axis. It is around this axis that the sprung mass rotates

with respect to the unsprung mass, see figure 2.2

Figure 2.2: Definition of the roll axis [3].

2.1.2 Sprung and unsprung mass

The sprung mass is the vehicles total mass minus the unsprung mass. The weight of the

tire, hub, upright and half the weight of linkage and so on is called the unsprung mass.

This weight is what the shock absorbers have to control, hence it will be easier to control

if the weight is as low as possible.
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2.1.3 Jacking force

When negotiating a turn with a suspension that has a roll center above ground, there

will be a jacking force (lifting force). The friction force from the tire must act through

the roll center point, if the roll center is above ground then the resulting force will point

upward. The resulting force consists of one lateral force and one vertical, the vertical

force is the jacking force, see figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Jacking force when negotiating a turn [3].

2.1.4 Camber angle

The camber angle is the angle between tires and chassis vertical axis, if the tire is tilted

towards the chassis, the camber angle is negative. The camber angle is needed since it

will give higher friction between road and tire, hence the car will withstand higher lateral

acceleration without loss of grip.
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2.1.5 Anti-squat and Anti-pitch

The load on the rear tires increases due to longitudinal weight transfer, the weight is

transferred to the axle and wheel principally through the suspension. Therefore, there is

an implied compression in the rear suspension which, in case of the rear-drive vehicles has

been called ”Power Squat”[4]. Anti-squat and pitch is a designed suspension geometry

so that it reduce the weight transfer to the rear during acceleration.

2.1.6 Ackerman

The lawyer Rudolph Ackerman was not the developer of the Ackerman system, it was

a German engineer named Lankensperger in 1817 [5]. Rudolph only secured the patent,

later, the system became known as the Ackerman system. Ackerman system is when the

inner wheel turn more than the outer wheel when negotiating a turn, or with other words

if the inner wheel turns through a greater angle than the outre wheel.

2.2 General statements

The general statements below are gathered from TUNE TO WIN [3] and they are the

foundation of the suspension optimization.

• The formula car’s center of gravity should be as low as possible.

• High roll centers produce unfortunate wheel camber curves.

• High roll centers cause high jacking thrusts.

• Front roll center have to be lower than the rear so that one will have excess traction

capacity at the rear for acceleration.

As one can see the roll center is a vital part in vehicle dynamics given that if one change it,

a lot of the different parameters will be changed. When it comes to designing suspension

geometries there will always be a give and take situation if there is no control system

involved, if you want a comfortable suspension then you will not have a suspension that

preforms well.
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2.3 Theory and facts about the new suspension

This section will discuss the choices around the dynamics of the new suspensions and

explain in depth the theory behind the choices. The section is also intended to be of help

for the 2005 formula SAE team at Lule̊a University of Technology. They can learn more

about the new suspension and why it is better than the old one. This will be of help

when the design judges at the competitions ask a lot of tricky questions.

2.3.1 Goal

The goal with the optimization of the suspension was to improve it with respect to the old

one. To do this the roll center had to be lowered so that in the normal riding conditions

it would be a little bit under ground level.

Another thing that had to be improved was the traction at the rear during the acceleration

event. However, this improvement should not interfere with the race track performance.

Improvements to the front suspension was also needed in order to reduce the under steer

that the old car had when negotiating sharp turns.

Another thing that had to be kept in mind was that the new rear control arms should

not be in the way for the sprocket chain1.

Finally, the toe control2 had to be improved with a five link rear suspension.

2.3.2 Rear suspension

The most work was on the rear suspension since it had to give good traction during the

acceleration event but also perform well on the race event. Meetings with a local Drag

racing expert [6] resulted in new ideas. To back up the ideas that sprung out from that

meeting Thomas Gillespie’s [4] book was used.

There is a problem with having good traction during acceleration but also perform well

on the race track, if you want that, the weight distribution to the rear during acceleration

should not be to high, this will make the car under steer out of the corners.

With the acceleration setup the car will have more weight distribution on the rear, hence,

not good to use on the race event. This is why two different rear setups were chosen for

the two different racing events, the acceleration setup was calculated using the anti-squat

equation for independent rear drive. However, we do not want 100% anti-squat, we want

1The drive system of the formula SAE car is with a chain to the rear diff as it uses a motorcycle
engine

2Suspensions ability to withstand torque around tires vertical axis
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Figure 2.4: Explanation of anti-squat equation.

100% squat which means that we get more weight distribution to the rear due to the

car’s ability to squat and pitch. For an explanation of the variables see figure 2.4. Kf

and Kr are the rear and front spring rate.

e− r

d
=

h

L
+

hKr

LKf

(2.1)

Equation 2.1 explains when full squat compensation is achieved, to get 100% anti-squat

in the rear suspension the equation has to look like equation 2.2.

e− r

d
=

h

L
(2.2)

This means that to get 100% squat, the equation has to be equal to zero, this will only

be true if e = r. From the geometry in figure 2.4, we see that θ1 and θ2 can be expressed

like this.

tan θ1 =
z2 + z1 − e

d
(2.3)

tan θ2 =
e− z2

d
(2.4)

When the upper front hardpoint for the control arm is moved 20mm down we get.

tan θ1 =
20

400
(2.5)

tan θ2 =
x

400
(2.6)

d =
z2 + z1 − e

tan θ1

=
95 + 155− 220

20
400

= 600mm (2.7)
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x = 400 · tan θ2 = 400 · e− z2

d
= 400 · 220− 95

600
= 83mm (2.8)

So to achieve 100% squat the upper front hard point for the control arm is moved 20mm

down and the lower hard point is moved 83mm up.

As in section 2.3.1, the roll center had to be lowered to below ground level, this is to

receive low jacking force, we do not want to place it to far down because that will give

higher roll moment. High roll moment is not wanted since that will give greater roll

angle, which gives the car a slow response when entering a corner.

About the enhancement of the toe control, well, good toe control means that if you try to

apply a steering moment on the rear wheels they should withstand that moment in the

best possible way. To make a good toe control suspension geometry one has to have as

long distance between center of wheel and the toe links outer mounting point as possible,

of course one also need a toe link that is stiff enough.

Another thing to keep in mind here is to have rod ends3 on both ends of the linkage, this

will take away any unwanted moments and this will result in relatively small and light

linkages. On the new suspension the toe link is moved to the middle of the wheel in the

vertical plane, which will give more room in the rim to move it backward and increase

the distance discussed earlier.

Rear camber control in roll was changed from the old suspension to as low as possible on

the new one, this to ensure the maximum traction during acceleration. Camber control

in roll means that if the tire moves upward the camber angle will increase towards the

chassis.

2.3.3 Front suspension

The front suspension also went trough some major changes, the steering rack assembly

moved in front of the wheel center in order to get good Ackerman, which are needed in

the tight corners.

The roll center is placed lower than the rear to get the roll axis parallel to the mass

centroid axis, which is shown in figure 2.2. This will give the car better handling in and

out of corners, moreover, the driver will feel that the car give a more rapid response

which is wanted.

Even in the front there will be lower jacking forces (see figure 2.3) than before due to low

roll center position.

Another more cosmetic change with the front suspension was that the outer control arm

3Linked bearings typically on the end of a rod
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hard points moved in the vertical plane towards the wheel center. This will give more

room for the outer part of the suspension assembly.

The caster angle will not be changed. However, possibility to do so will be made possible

on the new suspension. Caster angle is needed in order to get more feeling when steering

but also to self center the steering wheel during straight driving.

As in section 2.3.2, the camber control in roll were changed in the rear, this also in the

front. However, the change in the front was not as much as in the rear but noticeable.

The front suspension was designed to have a little less camber control in roll, this due to

the movement of the roll center, however, it is sufficient enough.

2.3.4 Shocks and springs

During the optimization work with the suspension, some concerns that came up during

the 2004 competition were studied. When simulating the full vehicle assembly, it was

noticed that the thoughts from the competition were right, the springs on the car were

too hard since the car did not roll, pitch or squat as much as it should do in order to

make full use of the dampers.

It is important that the springs are not too hard when the car has MRD4 since this will

not give the dampers room to work properly.

The new car will have actively controlled dampers, with this it is extremely important

that the dampers have room to work in, otherwise they will not be able to cancel out the

lower frequencies that the tires do not take care of. Lower spring stiffness will also give

the car better traction during acceleration, which is wanted due to the low weight of the

car, 200 kg and 85 bhp5 is explanatory enough. Better traction is granted because of the

car’s ability to move weight to the rear of the car, hence more pressure on the wheel and

therefore more traction, see equation 2.9.

Ft = N · µ = m · g · µ (2.9)

Ft = Frictional force or tangential force on tire.

N = Normal force or vertical force on tire.

µ = Frictional coefficient.

Lab test were also performed on the MRD to find out how the damper curve looked

like with different applied currents. This data was used when modeling the MRD in

4Magneto Rheological Damper
5brake horse power



ADAMS/Car but also for the other thesis worker who was designing the algorithm for

actively controlled damper system.





CHAPTER 3

Work

This chapter will explain the more practical work behind the thesis work, things like

building up the model in ADAMS/Car, mounting sensors on the car and the real life

testing.

3.1 Building the model

There were some obstacles that had to be overcome before the model fully represented

the formula SAE car. The model is based upon MSC.Softwares example of a formula

SAE car, every template have been changed to represent the car that is going to be

used in real life testing. A full vehicle assembly in ADAMS/Car is built upon several

Figure 3.1: The template from MSC.Software [7].

15



16 Work

subsystems which are built upon templates. The template holds rigid bodies, geometry,

constraints, forces, user defined algebraic and differential equations, etc.

3.1.1 Modifying the templates

At first all the templates in the model had to be converted from the ADAMS 12 formats

to ADAMS 2003. Once that had been done, it was time to change all the templates hard

points, joints, etc. so that the model would start looking like it should.

Both front and rear suspensions were changed from pushrod to pull rod geometry, steer-

ing, brake and power train templates were also changed.

The chassis template did change a lot, from the mass center of gravity to the graphical

shell. To make the model look like the real car, a lot of effort was focused to make the

chassis template look like the real car. An assembly of the real car had already been

modeled in I-deas1. From I-deas it was possible to export the parts in the assembly

to ADAMS shell files, these shell files were later used to be mounted onto the chassis

template, when exporting only parts graphics and mounting them separately to the

template one could change the color of the individual parts. Not all of the individual

parts from the I-deas assembly have been exported but only the ones contributing to the

overall appearance.

A lot of work done to the templates has been outside the ADAMS/View environment

since it is sometimes easier to change the template in the code than in the GUI2, especially

the graphics part. An example of the added code to the cassis template can be seen in

appendix A.

Some faults in the templates were found during the work, it seems like the conversion

from ADAMS 12 to ADAMS 2003 format somehow introduced these faults. The marker

for the center of gravity was not pointing to the right hard point. Moreover, as will be

mentioned in chapter 5, there seems to be some more faults with the engine representation

in the formula SAE model.

13D Computer Aided Design program
2Graphical User Interface
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3.1.2 Modifying the property files

In order to fully represent the real car, property files that represent nonlinear behavior

have to be modified.

The biggest challenge is to represent the magneto rheological dampers that the real

formula SAE car has. To start with, nine property files were created, each represent the

dampers behavior at one particular electrical current. To make the verification easier

the car was driven without the semi active suspension, hence the property file with no

electrical current was used. Moreover, one 3D spline representation of the MRD3 with all

the electrical currents represented was also made for validation of another thesis work [7],

concerning the future active suspension see chapter 6. For actively controlled dampers

see section 3.3.1.

Another property file modification was the power train, the real car has a Torsen differ-

ential and it is similar to an open differential, according to Drenth [8]. The differential

representation in the model was limited slip diff, so in order to change that differential

to be more like a Torsen the property file changed to that you can see in appendix A.

With the torque set to zero there will be no torque distribution from the spinning wheel

to the driven.

The property file for the engine is something that also had to be changed. The values

from that file were changed to those from the dyno tests4 of the formula car.

3.1.3 Designing the new suspension

To be able to design the new suspension and to improve it, a suspension assembly was

created to easily simulate bump travel, roll and different load cases. The task was to

design new suspension geometry for the 2005 years formula SAE car, theory was gathered

from many books but TUNE TO WIN [3] was mainly used.

With the theory as help, the optimization of the new suspension was on the way. The

optimization were made with changing the geometry points manually. There are different

ways to optimize the suspension and automate the moving of points, like ADAMS/Chassis

and ADAMS/Insight, however, since the optimization were based on theory and that

certain points had to be in its place. It were easiest to optimize the suspension manually,

considering the authors low experience in ADAMS/Chassis and ADAMS/Insight. The

3Magneto Rheological Damper
4Laboratorial testing of the engine power
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theory based optimization is presented in chapter 2.

Assembling the whole car with the new front and rear suspension subsystems gives us

the possibility to validate the old suspension versus the new one. To validate these two

simulations the real life driving data was used, with the same input values to the different

assemblies it is easy to see if the new suspension provides better results than the old one.

The results are displayed at appendix B, figure 2.3 and 2.4.

3.2 Real life testing

In order to test the ADAMS/Car model versus the real life, Lule̊a University of Tech-

nology’s formula SAE car was used. Sensors had to be mounted on the car but also test

driving and data acquisition had to be done.

3.2.1 Mounting sensors

One of the sensors that were used on the car was a YAW accelerometer from TRW

Automotive, this was mounted in the middle of the car and connected to the CAN5 bus.

In order to make this sensor work, reprogramming of processors for the damper and data

logging system was needed. This work has been done by H̊akan Fredriksson and Peter

Engström, later H̊akan helped to mount the sensor to the CAN bus.

After this it was time to reprogram the matlab program that reads and plots the data

from the data logging unit. Among the logged data that made reprogramming needed

were YAW rate6, lateral acceleration, longitudinal acceleration and steering amount.

In order to make a good comparison between computer simulation and real life, steering

angle had to be logged, there were no sensors on the car that measured the steering

angle. So to measure the steering angle a sensor used to define position of the damper

was used, this so called throttle sensor was placed on the steering rack and measured its

lateral movement, see figure 3.2. Adjustments were made to the matlab program so that

the actual value was comparable with the data that the program gave with error of max

5%. More about error estimation in chapter 5.2.

5Controller Area Network
6Turning speed (Deg/sec)
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Figure 3.2: The modified sensor for measuring steering output.

3.2.2 Test driving

The real life testing were made in December so therefore it were needed to find an indoor

facility to test drive in. There were problem to find a suitable storage facility that allowed

driving of a gasoline driven car, yet had as dirt free and smooth floor as possible to drive

on. It was evident that something had to be abandoned in order to be able to test in

time.

The facility were a local buss company garage (LLT), they were kind enough to let us

loan there garage and they even drove out the extra busses so that the garage were

empty. The floor were a bit dirty and uneven so it was not the most perfect place to test

in but good enough. The garage were tempered to about ten to fifteen degrees Celsius

which are good to test in. To make the friction coefficient as even as possible multiple

test drives were made before the actual test driving took place. The driving consisted of

Figure 3.3: Circular test driving in action during December at a local buss garage.
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three circular, two impulse steering and two single lane change, the facility were to little

(20 ·20 m) to make good test results of the last two, so the most effort were concentrated

on the circular driving tests, see figure 3.3. During the circular driving the speed needed

to be kept constant, it were quite tricky since the turbo boost gave a nudge now and

then so that the car started to under steer, hence the throttle had to be lifted slightly to

get the car back on track. This is visible at appendix B and the peaks on plots of YAW

rate, lateral and longitudinal acceleration. The spikes in the plots are most likely from

the bumps on the floor.

3.2.3 Data acquisition

Data acquisition were made using the matlab program mentioned earlier and the key

features in the program code can be seen in appendix C. The program actually consists

of different parts or functions, originally the program was designed to plot the data that

was sampled from the car.

The first part that were changed in the program was the plotting function of the new

sensor, in order to plot what is wanted from the data logging file some bit operations had

to be performed since the data logging file consists of hexane decimals. This part of the

program will print out a numeric file with real life values, this will be used to validate

ADAMS/Car with real life.

The second part of the program is where the driver data file are written after collecting

steering and throttle data from the data logging file. The driver data file are later used

to maneuver the car in ADAMS/Car, it is with other words the in data to the model.

The data storage device to be used for storing and moving data from the car to the

computer is a 128MB Multi Media Card.

3.3 Preparatory work

Besides the validation of ADAMS/Car there were some additional tasks to the thesis

work. It involved creation of tools or gather information about, representation of actively

controlled dampers in the model and to build up a road profile in ADAMS/Car that

should represent the endurance track in United Kingdom.
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3.3.1 Actively controlled dampers

Another thesis worker at Lule̊a University of Technology, Mikael Broden, had an assign-

ment to build a control system for actively controlled dampers to the 2005 years formula

SAE car. With the help of ADAMS/Car and the model that had been built, a validation

of Broden’s mathematical model could be done.

Work were carried out during the thesis to try to model an actively controlled damper

system on the ADAMS/Car model. With the use of Simulink one could analyze and

simulate a control system in ADAMS. However, before this can be done some changes

to the ADAMS model has to be made. In this case the representation of the MRD was

the tricky part since it change the viscosity nonlinear with different applied currents.

To model the damper in ADAMS/Car the Akima spline representation can be used,

which can be seen in appendix D [9]. This means that the damper property is linearly

approximated between two splines using Akima’s method.

Another thing that need to be changed in the model was the plant inputs and outputs

which holds the variables that Simulink and ADAMS/Car exchange with each other.

If one should succeed in building active damper system in ADAMS/Car, then the sym-

metry option of the damper property file in the front and rear suspension has to be set

to ”NO”. Also, the template has to be changed so that it holds the representation of

the four individual dampers. Now that each damper is represented they will need its

own plant inputs and outputs, suggested plant input is current to the damper which will

define a spline between the largest and lowest value in the 3D spline representation of

the damper. Plant outputs would be the acceleration of the tire, that is the acceleration

of the whole tire, this output will be the input to the Simulink model which will send

back the control current.

3.3.2 Building road data files

To help future formula SAE teams a program to create road data files from GPS7 X, Y

and Z data were made. With help from past thesis work reports a program were made

in matlab to create 3D smooth road data files for ADAMS/Car, this program reads data

from a file with X, Y and Z values where the columns is separated with spaces. This

program can be used in the future to create a more accurate road data file of the different

track events in England’s competition using the GPS data collected from the car. Not

only the endurance track that have been build in this thesis but also the sprint and

7Global Positioning System



auto-cross events, this road files could later be of help when optimizing the dynamics of

future car’s.[10] [11]

If data from throttle and steering positions could be logged at the same time it could be

used to steer the ADAMS/Car model in the same way as it was driven at the competition.

To play with this thought even further one could actually send the data needed to analyze

the whole car in real time via web browser to a location where engineers can work with

the data. One could call this Concurrent Validation Engineering and it could speed up

the engineering and validation process even more. More of this in discussion and future

work at chapter 5 and 6.

A track have been generated using the program mentioned above and it can be seen

in appendix B and figure 2.5. It has been created from a GPS plot picture of the

endurance track in England, the picture were imported to I-deas and used to create a

spline representing the real life track. The spline were later divided up into beam elements

with a distance in between of one meter. The points created between the beam elements

were listed in to a file with X, Y and Z coordinates represented. This provided the ”GPS

data file” discussed earlier.



CHAPTER 4

Results

As mentioned in chapter 1.1, ADAMS/Car models can be used to analyze control systems

that corresponds quite well to the real life. There are some discussions about this in the

next chapter.

The validation correlated poorly at first, probably since the turbo boost formulation was

not represented in the ADAMS/Car model and because of the poor engine formulation

in the template.

The input values to the ADAMS/Car model was the toughest possible, since the steering

and throttle data tests the whole model, from driver demands through engine to the

results. When the throttle data had been modified to make the car behave more like a

turbo boosted car, then the correlation was good. In appendix B is the modified throttle

results listed as comparison plots, you can also see the difference between modified and

unmodified throttle data. The modified data represent a change which can be seen in

equation 4.1, one can also see that the throttle in the beginning of figure 2.2 in appendix

B is grater than just the modified.

modified throttle =
(real life throttle)2

1.4
(4.1)

This was needed in order to get similarity between the real world and the analyze, since

the clutch and brake on the real car was not logged. So it is only the middle of the

plotted curves that are of interest. As seen in the plots, the ADAMS/Car model are very

good at representing the real world during little influence of the engine controller.

Work have actually started in time of writing to model new rear suspension and power

train, they are based on more complex and newer templates which will hopefully give

better results. In appendix B and figure 2.6 and 2.7 are the work done to the chassis
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and to the rear suspension listed. These templates have been built from ADAMS/Car

examples of rigid chassis and McPherson strut suspension.

In appendix B figure 2.3 is a comparison of the new versus the old suspension showed, the

red line are the new suspension and the blue (dashed) are the old one. The plot shows

the lateral acceleration, side slip angle, velocity and lateral slip of the inner front wheel.

The input to the analyze are the same as the validation, that is steering and throttle data

from the real test and the friction coefficient of the road are set to 0.32µ. This shows

that the new suspension geometry is better than the old one. The new suspension slides

29% less than the old one, it is 22% faster through narrow corners and it can handle 22%

higher lateral acceleration before it looses grip. One could say when being moderate that

the new suspension is 20% better than the old one during this circumstances.

Figure 2.4 in appendix B also shows the old versus the new suspension, note here that

with the new suspension geometry the car can be driven with the control current of the

damper set to 0.2 Ampere, which implies higher viscosity. This will give better room

to engineer the new damper control program and make it work better with the vehicles

dynamics.

The road program works well, the only thing that the user have to do is to finalize the

closing of the track, this means that the user have to edit the last and first points so

that the road does not have a gap between the start and finish. The road profile of the

endurance track that had been produced using this program can be seen in appendix B

figure 2.5. If building a road profile to use with ADAMS/Driver the raw data from the

GPS can be used, that is X, Y and Z values arranged in columns and separated with one

blank space. Both methods described have been tested and works.

About the actively controlled dampers, it is unfortunate that there was not enough

time to validate Mikael Brodens control program in ADAMS/Car with a car running on

individually controlled dampers. However the work done in this thesis will be of good

use when trying to make this come true in the future.



CHAPTER 5

Discussion and conclusion

This chapter will discuss the results and the error estimations of the work that has been

done. When the work started there were obvious that it would be a tough job to make

the ADAMS/Car model correlate to the real world, and so it was. However, only the

engine representation in the model has to be redesigned so that the differential equations

represent a turbo charged and restricted engine in a better way. For an update on the

purpose see chapter 1.2.

5.1 Results

The results are good during the circumstances, using ADAMS/Car to analyze vehicle

performance in real life is proven to be a good way to understand how the imaginary car

should handle in real life. It is so good that you could analyze simpler control systems

like Anti Roll and 4WS1, to be able to analyze more complex systems the symbiosis

between ADAMS/Car and control programs have to be improved. This will be discussed

further in chapter 6.3. There are others who have done similar test of ADAMS and real

life, and the results are really astonishing. They have validated their ADAMS/Car model

with a real car before analyzing the control system, exactly in the same way as in this

thesis. The validation of the ADAMS/Car model are something that has to be done

before analyze of control systems, this to ensure the quality of the analyze. To be able

to skip this part some controlled design process in ADAMS would be needed, to guide

the engineer to a model close to the reality. Another thought is to make the test rigs2

1Four-Wheel Steer
2A model around the car model that represents road inputs etc.
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in ADAMS more advance, i.e. a test rig for standstill accelerations with split mu3 for

testing of electronically controlled differentials.

During the conversion from ADAMS 12 to ADAMS 2003 there must have been some

faults introduced to the templates that holds the engine representation. During the last

month of the thesis, work was carried out trying to fix the problem, however, time was

not enough to be able to do so. The fault in the model is effecting the longitudinal

acceleration of the car when using the throttle command, it could have a lot to do with

the pore results from original throttle data.

Moreover, the results could be better if the model had a function representing a turbo

charger in the power train template, this would give the car the behavior of the real

turbo boosted formula SAE car. An example of how a turbo boost representation could

look like are shown in appendix D.2, it is collected from Blundell [9]. The problem in

adapting a turbo boost representation to the model is that the variables shown as splines

in figure 4.4 in appendix D have to be measured, however, these have not been measured

on the formula car.

Another thing that could make better results are the measure of noise from real life

testing, i.e. vertical accelerations on each individual wheels, and then introduce the

same noise in the ADAMS/Car model. If doing this there are more things that can be

optimized, this will be discussed more in chapter 6.1.

The improvements of the new car’s dynamics when redesigning the formula car’s suspen-

sion can be seen in appendix B, where the slip4 of front and total slip are represented.

Slip was mainly used among others to be the comparison factor since it reflects how good

the cornering capacity are, more slip means that the car slides more. The only thing

that we are interested in is the car’s ability to withhold the speed during cornering, this

is what racing is all about. So with less slip comes more speed.

Besides the improvement of the cornering capacity was the rear suspensions enhanced

toe control, see chapter 1.2, which will give the car a more stable behavior when entering

and exiting corners. Another great improvement of the suspension was the ackerman5

steering, which will make the car steer much better in especially tight corners. This will

be of great use when driving the figure of eight event in United Kingdom, because of the

small radius.

The optimized acceleration setup that were shown in chapter 2.3.2 are not going to be

used by the new formula team due to the difficulties in making it fit with the existing

3Different friction on each tire
4Sliding of tire
5Inner front wheel steers more, also see chapter 2.1.6
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parts. Nevertheless, the equations and the theory can still be used in future formula SAE

car projects.

In chapter 4 the control current is mentioned. The good thing about driving the car with

a control current of 0.2 Amp instead of 0, is that you have room to control bumps and

the weight distribution of the car. It is possible to set the control current even higher if

using a softer spring, however, this is something that have to be tested and/or analyzed.

The track representation program works well, however, there have been no tests of Z

values represented in the GPS data file. There could be, that the track will have sharp

bumps and elevations which will result in error simulations. There are a module to

ADAMS that are made for creating road profiles, it is called ”ADAMS/3D Road”. This

module would be the right choice if creating 3D road files.

As mentioned in chapter 4, the validation of the actively controlled dampers in the

ADAMS/Car model has not been done due to little amount of time. However, this is a

very interesting area and we will certainly se a lot more of this area both in the industry

and in research.

5.2 Error estimation

The largest error in the comparison between analyze and real life are most likely the poor

representation of the engine and the power train. The differential equations of the engine

controller in the power train template has to be modified.

The next largest error is probably the lacking of turbo boost representation, there is also

a big difference between the real intake system and the modeled. This because of the

restrictor and the position of the throttle house, the air needs to travel a long way before

it reaches the engine, this gives a different behavior compared to conventional systems.

The ADAMS/Car model has not been totally modified, the bushing properties, weights of

individual small parts and moments of inertia has not been changed from the MSC.Software

example. This needs a lot more information research and testing in order to find the cor-

rect values.

As in chapter 3.2.1, there are an error of approximately 5% on the measuring of lateral

movement on the steering rack. The throttle sensor on the car could also have some error

marginal, however, that is not measured and it should be lower than 5%.



The YAW accelerometer have been tested and adjusted in the lab after installation, as

seen in figure 5.1 both X and Y acceleration is very close to 9.81m/s2. Measured error

here are around 1%, the positive direction for X acceleration in figure 5.1 can be neglected

since it was not possible to test that direction.

Figure 5.1: Lab test of YAW accelerometer.

Additional sensors has to be mounted on the car if another validation is to take place.

The additional sensors that is needed are:

• Clutch displacement measured in percentage

• Vehicles velocity

• More accurate damper movement

• Accelerometers on each wheel measuring vertical accelerations

• Brake pressure

This new sensors would make a future validation work easier and more accurate, also,

it would help the process when modifying the ADAMS/Car model in the future. If the

engine control are modified and made to the better the formula SAE model will surely

be the most advanced of its type in the world.



CHAPTER 6

Future work

This chapter will discuss the future work that can be conducted on the formula SAE car

but also the future research around this thesis work topic will be discussed. Regarding

the future research, there have only been moderate information search regarding future

research, some of the ideas may already be researched on.

6.1 Electronics and systems

There are some new electronics that could be useful on the formula car that are related

to this thesis.

First, it would be beneficial if a toe control system, 4WS, could be mounted on the car.

This would give higher speed trough the slalom part of the track and could also function

as an anti slip system if programmed in the correct way, this would make it easier to

negotiate sharp turns. In general it may be used to improve low-speed maneuverability

and/or high-speed cornering. See page 301 in Gillespie [4]. This is a suitable thesis work.

Second, GPS1 system that can log X, Y and Z coordinates with a resolution of a meter

or less, this could be of use for building correct road profiles of the different dynamic

events. They can later be used to design and optimize the car’s dynamics, that is, find

optimized setups to the different individual events.

Third, data logging system that can send data cordless to the mechanics of the track

1Global Positioning System
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and later even perhaps send the data to a web browser that student’s at the university

can take part of. Expand the data logging with possibility to log the noise from all tires

individually, which are the vertical accelerations on each wheel. This will be used to

create a more realistic analyze in ADAMS/Car.

Forth, electronically controlled differential that will lock up during acceleration and loosen

up during slow and sharp bends, this will give better traction during acceleration and

make it easier for the car to drive through tight corners. This is a suitable thesis work.

Fifth, actively controlled dampers that will control bumps, enhance traction during ac-

celeration and reduce roll. This will give the car better cornering capacity and even more

traction during acceleration.

6.2 Vehicle dynamics

The vehicle dynamics can be improved if a new car are built which leaves the engineer

student free hands when designing the suspension. Before this can be done the new

unexplored MRD2 system has to be validated and analyzed, so that the roll center can

be placed as low as possible without putting to much strain on the roll control system.

When the testing has been conducted, optimization work can begin, using the ADAMS

modules, ADAMS/Chassis, ADAMS/Insight and/or ADAMS/Driver. These modules

give the engineer a very good optimization tool if used properly. This is a suitable thesis

work.

To validate the MRD system work have to be done to the link between Simulink and

ADAMS/Car, with start of the material presented in this thesis. The goal here are to

test the full vehicle with the control system driving on a road profile that is sampled from

the competition in United Kingdom, i.e. sampled noise on a road profile representing

either dynamic event. The noise and the GPS data can be used to build a very good

representation of the real world, this can later be used to find more correct values of

applied force on joints, shocks and springs etc, which can be used to design lighter parts

and reinforce where it is needed. For an example of introducing noise to the model see

[11].

2Magneto Rheological Damper



6.3 Research

With the use of the formula SAE car’s onboard electronics a system can be built to send

the logged data real time to a web server, this web server can be used by the engineers at

Lule̊a University of Technology to simulate and validate the car’s dynamics. So when the

car is out at competitions the engineers can start designing the new improved car, both

mechanically and electronically. One could call it Concurrent Validation Engineering.

Concerning ADAMS, it would be very useful for the validation engineers if a road profile

representing uneven snow road could be created. With road profile that handles lateral

and longitudinal friction variations on the road, tests could be done to validate the snow

road profile using prepared ribbed snow roads that are the same for every test run. Later

in the same manner as discussed in this report, validating ADAMS versus the real world

to find a good representation of a snow road profile.

Also the symbiosis between ADAMS and Simulink have to be improved, it is quite difficult

to get a control system in Simulink to work with ADAMS if the version are newer. There

has to be more effort in trying to make different programs working together, if one

program are updated it should not affect the other program in a negative way. The

use of control programs along side ADAMS are going to be widely used in the near

future since control systems in vehicles is becoming a standard. The newer version of

ADAMS the MSC.ADAMS 2005 or SimOffice, will make it easier to echange control

systems between ADAMS and MSC.EASY5 with ADAMS External Systems Library

(ESL) interface. However, making it easier to use Simulink is yet unknown to the author

but MSC.ADAMS 2005 will have support for matlab version 7 and Simulink version 6.

To be able to analyze more difficult systems in adams such as ABS3 or VCS4, then the

models in both ADAMS/Car and Simulink has to represent even more and be further

more ”intelligent”. However, instead of having bigger models one could have a third

system that can handle what the other two can not. Lets say that we can use Reactive

Programming where we can create a network between the programs and only call the

desired functions in the programs when we actually need it, this would give faster solving

and reduce the complexity when building models. Another way to go about could be to

export the whole ADAMS/Car model to a Reactive Programming format, this to be able

to call a specific part in the model when needed.

As explained in the thesis, this area is huge and it will surely need a lot more research

before we can analyze a car without validating it with a real car first.

3Anti-lock Braking Systems
4Vehicle Control Systems





APPENDIX A

Added chassis code and
Torsen property file

Figure 1.1: Example of the added chassis code, representing the graphics of the car.
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Figure 1.2: This is the Torsen property file that was changed to a open differential as seen
above.



APPENDIX B

Results

Figure 2.1: Comparision with modified throttle data, ADAMS (blue dasched) and real life (red
solid).
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Figure 2.2: Comparision of the modified throttle data, modified (blue dasched) and real life data
(red solid). The modified data is real life data2

1.4 .

Figure 2.3: Old versus new suspension with real test driving input data and friction coefficient
of 0.32µ.



Figure 2.4: Old versus new suspension during constant radius cornering in ADAMS/Car.

Figure 2.5: The Formula Student endurance track in ADAMS/Car.



Figure 2.6: Rebuild of chassis template from ADAMS/Car example (top left) to new template
of the formula SAE chassis (bottom right).

Figure 2.7: Rebuild of rear suspension template from ADAMS/Car example (bottom left) to
new template of the formula SAE rear suspension (top right).



APPENDIX C

Acquisition program in
matlab code

%Gear time

vaxel_time = s(pos+10)*0.001 + s(pos+11) * 0.256 + s(pos+12) *256*0.256 + s(pos+13)*256*256*0.256;

%

%Finding y_acc and YAW ID

pos = find(t==175);

pos = (pos - 1) * 14 + 1;

y_acc_175 = ((bitand((s(pos+4)),15)*256+s(pos+5)))*0.015625-32;

jaw_175 = (bitshift(s(pos+3),4)+bitshift((s(pos+4)),-4))*0.0625-128;

%

%y_acc time

y_acc_175_time = s(pos+10)*0.001 + s(pos+11) * 0.256 + s(pos+12) *256*0.256 + s(pos+13)*256*256*0.256;

%

%Finding x_acc ID

pos = find(t==191);

pos = (pos - 1) * 14 + 1;

x_acc_191 = (bitshift(s(pos+3),4)+bitshift((s(pos+4)),-4))*0.015625-32;

%

%x_acc_time

x_acc_191_time = s(pos+10)*0.001 + s(pos+11) * 0.256 + s(pos+12) *256*0.256 + s(pos+13)*256*256*0.256;

%

%Filtering

filter_acc = [0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1];

x_acc_191 = filter(filter_acc,1,x_acc_191);

y_acc_175 = filter(filter_acc,1,y_acc_175);

jaw_175 = filter(filter_acc,1,jaw_175);

styrning = filter(filter_b,1,styrning);

%

%Plotting

if o == ’T’

figure;

subplot(2,3,1),plot(x_acc_191_time,x_acc_191);

axis([t1 t2 -4 4]);

legend(’Acc X’);

xlabel(’Time [s]’);

ylabel(’Acc X [m/s^2]’);

subplot(2,3,2),plot(y_acc_175_time,y_acc_175);

axis([t1 t2 -4 4]);

legend(’Acc Y’);

xlabel(’Time [s]’);

ylabel(’Acc Y [m/s^2]’);

subplot(2,3,3),plot(y_acc_175_time,jaw_175);

axis([t1 t2 -100 100]);

legend(’Yaw Rate’);

xlabel(’Time [s]’);

ylabel(’Yaw rate [Deg/s]’);

subplot(2,3,4),plot(shock_time,shock_rf/2);

axis([t1 t2 -35 35]);
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legend(’Steering (-) Left, (+) Right’);

xlabel(’Time [s]’);

ylabel(’Wheel angle [Deg]’);

subplot(2,3,5),plot(motor_time,throttle);

axis([t1 t2 0 80]);

legend(’Throttle’);

xlabel(’Time [s]’);

ylabel(’Percent [%]’);

subplot(2,3,6),plot(dta_time,rpm);

axis([t1 t2 0 10000]);

title(’Performance readings’);

legend(’RPM’);

xlabel(’Time [s]’);

ylabel(’RPM [rev/min]’);

end

%

%Create file to import to ADAMS 2003 postprocessor

m=1;

j=1;

nameout2=input(’What name should the comparision .txt file have?: ’,’s’);

txtfile=[nameout2 ’.txt’];

fidtxt=fopen(txtfile, ’w’);

for i=1:length(y_acc_175_time)

fprintf(fidtxt,’%g %g %g %g %g %g %g %g\n’,shock_time(j,1)-160,(shock_rf(j,1)/2)+2,x_acc_191_time(i,1)-160,(x_acc_191(i,1)+0.2703)*1000,

y_acc_175_time(i,1)-160,(y_acc_175(i,1)+0.3938)*1000,y_acc_175_time(i,1)-160,jaw_175(i,1));

if mod(i,2)==0

j=j+1;

fprintf(fidtxt,’%g %g %g %g %g %g %g %g\n’,shock_time(i/2,1)-160,(shock_rf(i/2,1)/2)+2,x_acc_191_time(i,1)-160,(x_acc_191(i,1)+0.2703)

*1000,y_acc_175_time(i,1)-160,(y_acc_175(i,1)+0.3938)*1000,y_acc_175_time(i,1)-160,jaw_175(i,1));

end

m=m+1;

if j==11000

break

end

end

fclose(fidtxt);

n=1;

%

%Create driver data file to control the car in ADAMS/Car

nameout=input(’What name should the driver data .txt file have?: ’,’s’);

txtfile=[nameout ’.txt’];

fidtxt=fopen(txtfile, ’w’);

fprintf(fidtxt,’[MDI_HEADER]\n’);

fprintf(fidtxt,’ FILE_NAME\t= ’nameout ’.dcd’’\n’);

fprintf(fidtxt,’ FILE_TYPE\t= ’’dcd’’\n’);

fprintf(fidtxt,’ FILE_VERSION\t= 1.0\n’);

fprintf(fidtxt,’ FILE_FORMAT\t= ’’ASCII’’\n’);

fprintf(fidtxt,’ (COMMENTS)\n’);

fprintf(fidtxt,’ {comment_string}\n’);

fprintf(fidtxt,’ ’’.dcd file containing open loop data, made by Mikael Nybacka’’\n’);

fprintf(fidtxt,’$---------------------------------------------------UNITS\n’);

fprintf(fidtxt,’[UNITS]\n’);

fprintf(fidtxt,’ LENGTH\t= ’’meter’’\n’);

fprintf(fidtxt,’ FORCE\t= ’’newton’’\n’);

fprintf(fidtxt,’ ANGLE\t= ’’deg’’\n’);

fprintf(fidtxt,’ MASS\t= ’’kg’’\n’);

fprintf(fidtxt,’ TIME\t= ’’sec’’\n’);

fprintf(fidtxt,’$---------------------------------------------------OPEN_LOOP\n’);

fprintf(fidtxt,’[OPEN_LOOP]\n’);

fprintf(fidtxt,’ ORDINAL\t= ’’time’’\n’);

fprintf(fidtxt,’ \n’);

fprintf(fidtxt,’ (DATA)\n’);

fprintf(fidrdf,’{\ttime\tsteering\tthrottle\tbrake\tgear\tclutch}\n’);

for i=1:length(shock_time)

if i==length(shock_time)/6

break

end

if i>length(motor_time)-150

fprintf(fidtxt,’ %g %g %g %g %g %g\n’,shock_time(i*6,1)-160,(-shock_rf(i*6,1)+2)*1.5,0,10000,1,0);

continue

end

fprintf(fidtxt,’ %g %g %g %g %g %g\n’,shock_time(i*6,1)-160,(-shock_rf(i*6,1)+2)*1.5,throttle(i,1)*2,0,1,0);

n=n+1;

%

end

fclose(fidtxt);



APPENDIX D

Akima spline and turbo boost
representation

Figure 4.1: 3D spline representation of the MRD, each spline represent the dampers property
with its own applied current.
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Figure 4.2: Example of the Akima spline representation of the actively controlled dampers.
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Figure 4.3: Example from Blundell [9] for an empirical mean-state turbocharger.



44 Appendix D

Figure 4.4: Some of the variables in figure 4:3 listed above, k1 and k2 are mapped state dependent
values to calibrate the behavior of the engine, gathered from Blundell [9].
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